THANKS TO THESE VISIONARY PARTNERS!

The Arctic Resilient Communities Youth Fellowship (ARCYF) empowers Arctic youth to advance responsible development and become leaders in building resilient Arctic communities through:

- International collaboration
- Online speaker series
- In-person workshops for place-based learning
- Tangible outcomes
- Community resiliency projects
- Relationship building & knowledge sharing

Alaska, northern Canada and Greenland fellows develop skills to serve a direct role in sustainable development and benefit from the prosperity of resilient Arctic communities.

www.ARCYF.org
"Let's build an Arctic future where youth voices are heard and respected in forming solutions and strategies for a rapidly changing Arctic."

2023 ARCYF fellows

A UNIQUE INTERNATIONAL YOUTH INITIATIVE

Fellows from diverse hometowns, spanning 3,337 miles (or 5,371 km), demonstrate the impactful outcomes of transboundary cooperation.

This remarkable collaboration among Arctic youth is forging enduring relationships vital for a more resilient Arctic future.

INVEST IN ARCTIC YOUTH

- Become a sponsor
- Contribute to curriculum
- Present to fellows

Contact info@arcyf.org